Hierarchies in light sensing and dynamic interactions between ocular and extraocular sensory networks in a flatworm
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Light sensing has independently evolved multiple times under diverse selective pressures but has been examined only in a handful among the millions of light-responsive organisms. Unsurprisingly, mechanistic insights into how differential light processing can cause distinct behavioral outputs are limited. We show how an organism can achieve complex light processing with a simple “eye” while also having independent but mutually interacting light sensing networks. Although planarian flatworms lack wavelength-specific eye photoreceptors, a 25 nm change in light wavelength is sufficient to completely switch their phototactic behavior. Quantitative photoassays, eye-brain confocal imaging, and RNA interference/knockdown studies reveal that flatworms are able to compare small differences in the amounts of light absorbed at the eyes through a single eye opsin and convert them into binary behavioral outputs. Because planarians can fully regenerate, eye-brain injury-regeneration studies showed that this acute light intensity sensing and processing are layered on simple light detection. Unlike intact worms, partially regenerated animals with eyes can sense light but cannot sense finer gradients. Planarians also show a “reflex-like,” eye-independent (extraocular/whole-body) response to low ultraviolet A light, apart from the “processive” eye-brain-mediated (ocular) response. Competition experiments between ocular and extraocular sensory systems reveal dynamic interchanging hierarchies. In intact worms, cerebral ocular response can override the reflex-like extraocular response. However, injury-regeneration again offers a time window wherein both responses coexist, but the dominance of the ocular response is reversed. Overall, we demonstrate acute light intensity–based behavioral switching and two evolutionarily distinct but interacting light sensing networks in a regenerating organism.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to sense and respond to light has evolved more than once and significantly influenced fitness of life forms across nature. Although vision in image-forming vertebrate eyes has been a subject of longstanding fascination, light sensing can evolve in multiple ways. Of the millions of species that respond to light, quantitative studies on the functional and behavioral consequences of light sensing are limited to only a few organisms, especially among invertebrates. However, a better appreciation of the diversity in light–induced behavior may be key to understanding eye evolution (1–3). It has been reasoned that evolutionary selection is thought to act not just on sensory structures but much more directly and robustly on light-mediated behavior (1). Any ability to turn information present in incident light into specific behavioral outputs can lead to a fitness advantage. Therefore, quantitative studies on how different organisms process light and respond to specific light inputs are likely to be extremely valuable.

Light sensing systems have been classified in different ways based on the types of photoreceptors, sensing structures, the neural networks underlying sensory apparatus as well as innovations that enhance specific behavioral functions (1–5). Simple cup-shaped eyes or eye pits having a pigment cell for directional screening and an array of photoreceptors represent an important eye class (1, 2, 4). Such eyes, at a minimum, sense the presence and direction of light and may be capable of more advanced functions, classified as low-resolution vision (1). This eye type is present in multiple species, spread across the animal kingdom, and likely constitutes an important evolutionary advance (1, 3). However, although some information exists on elements of “low-resolution vision”–like gross spatial mapping (2), these eyes are severely understudied. Little is known on how these simple eyes can convert diverse but defined light stimuli into clear behavioral outputs.

Many planarian flatworms have such simple, lensless, cup-shaped eyes broadly classified under low-resolution vision and offer considerable attraction for studying light sensing and behavior (1, 4, 6). Flatworms, such as Schmidtea mediterranea and Dugesia species, have prototypic rhabdomeric eyes, with pigment cells and bipolar photoreceptor neurons (PRNs) (fig. S1) (6–10) with a single opsin reported as the primary photosensor (11, 12). The planarian eye is also a true cerebral eye, with the two eyespots coupled to an early example of a bilobed, brain-like structure (13, 14). Planarians may also be valuable for the study of eye evolution and function because they are members of Lophotrochozoa (12, 15, 16), one of the most under-studied groups in animal phylogeny when compared to other major superphyletic assemblages of the Bilateria, namely, Deuterostomia and Ecdysozoa (15, 16). Apart from this, planarians have remarkable whole-body regeneration potential (17, 18), including the ability to regenerate their brain (dorsal ganglion) and eyes within days (19, 20). Although the process of regeneration has attracted attention (20, 21), much less is known in terms of how regeneration is linked to recovery of sensory function. Therefore, planarians offer unique
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opportunities to study how simple eye and light-sensing structures, which are important in the study of eye evolution, can process distinct light stimuli.

Although conceptual understanding of simple eyes is limited, even more elusive is the interplay between different kinds of light responses, having distinct evolutionary histories (22, 23). Apart from eye-based sensing, metazoans can also sense light independent of specific eye structures (22, 24, 25). Therefore, light responses have also been classified as ocular (eye-mediated) and extraocular (eye-independent) (25–27). Extraocular or eye-independent light sensing has been reported in many different organisms, including recent examples like Drosophila larvae (27), Caenorhabditis elegans (28), and Platyneris (23). Extraocular photoreception provides a distinct framework in which light can modulate behavior and may also hold important clues on the overall evolution of light sensing in nature. Although eye-based (ocular) (29, 30) and extraocular (23, 27, 28) light sensing systems have been examined separately, almost nothing is known about relationships and interactions between ocular and extraocular systems in the same organism.

Here, we show that both ocular and extraocular photoreponses are prominent in planarians, with the distinct light responses showing striking hierarchies. We discovered that a simple cup-shaped eye and the associated network are able to resolve acute differences in light stimuli with striking precision and fidelity; even small changes in light input lead to complete switching of light-induced behavior. Further, injury-regeneration offers a way to temporarily uncouple gross sensing from the ability to resolve finer differences, offering unprecedented new insights into the buildup of comparative neural processing in eye-brain regeneration. We further show how simple injury-regeneration experiments also allow us to examine, probably for the first time, the dynamic interactions between the two independent (ocular and extraocular) light sensing networks in the same organism.

**RESULTS**

**Behavioral photoswitching in wavelength choice assays**

Planarians are known to be light-averse, with broad sensitivity to visible light (6, 10, 31, 32). We confirmed that S. mediterranea are negatively phototactic (movement away from light) when illuminated by any single wavelength in the range of 365 to 625 nm (fig. S2, A and C). This demonstrates that planarians are aversive to each of these light wavelengths individually. We then examined planarian behavior in dual-wavelength/binary choice assays. This line of inquiry was significant because planarians have only one known opsin and hence would not be expected to easily discriminate light wavelengths in binary choice assays. In this assay, planarians are simultaneously subjected to two light inputs, of distinct wavelengths and carefully controlled intensities, and worm movement is recorded (Fig. 1A). To our surprise, planarians appear to fully discriminate between light inputs of distinct wavelengths in binary choice assays (Fig. 1, A to C). For instance, if provided a choice between blue (450 nm) and green (545 nm) light of equal intensity, virtually all worms move away from the blue light toward green, with a discrimination index (DI) approaching 1 (0.85 ± 0.022). Although planarians are aversive to each of these light wavelengths individually (fig. S2C), the animals are able to compare the simultaneously provided inputs and make a clear behavioral choice. Similarly, if provided a choice between red light (625 nm) and green light (545 nm), planarians consistently move away from green (Fig. 1B).

We then examined the precision of this apparent discrimination. We found that planarians appear to efficiently differentiate light inputs ~25 nm apart in wavelength (Fig. 1C). DI is consistently high (>0.9) whether the choice assay is performed between 500 and 590 nm, 500 and 545 nm, or 500 and 525 nm, with the worms avoiding 500 nm in each of these cases (Fig. 1C and movies S1 and S2). Further, these precise (~25 nm) behavioral choices are seen across the visible spectrum. Planarians consistently “discriminate” between 450 and 425 nm, 525 and 545 nm, 545 and 590 nm, and 590 and 625 nm light inputs (DI > 0.85; Fig. 1D). Comprehensive binary choice assays showed peak avoidance to be at 450 to 500 nm, with avoidance dropping off on either side of this peak in choice assays: 425 nm preferred to 450 nm, 525 nm preferred to 500 nm, 545 nm preferred to 525 nm, and so on (Fig. 1D).

**Acute light intensity sensing in planarians**

Apparent wavelength discrimination by planarians in binary choice assays was surprising. Previous works point to only one major opsin as the primary sensor in the eye PRNs (11, 12, 31) with no evidence of wavelength-specific photoreceptors. We therefore asked whether the discrimination observed is a consequence of true “wavelength detection” or simply a comparative sensing of individual light wavelengths, all detected by a broad-spectrum photosensor. For this, we first examined whether planarian “wavelength choice” could be reversed through light intensity compensation. This is indeed the case. For instance, although planarians initially preferred the 525 nm over the 500 nm light, increasing the intensity (photon flux = photon fluence rate × number of photons per unit area per unit time) of the 525 nm light input (500 nm was kept constant) led to a neutralization (DI ~ 0) followed by the eventual overturning of choice (Fig. 2A). Significantly, the increase in photon fluence rate required for a reversal in choice scales with increasing difference in wavelength. The photon fluence rate required to reverse the 545/500 nm choice is ~2× the photon fluence rate required to reverse the 525/500 nm choice (Fig. 2A). Upon further examination, we found that it was possible to systematically abrogate choice through light intensity compensation across a wide wavelength range. Increasing the photon fluence rate of the “less-aversive” wavelength in multiple binary choice assays neutralized the clear choice that was observed when equal photon fluence rate was used (Fig. 2A). The generation of a clear “isoluminance point” through light intensity compensation for different wavelength pairs used in binary choice assays suggested that the observed planarian behavior is a form of acute intensity sensing. Phototactic choice is likely being achieved through comparative analysis of the amount of light absorbed at the eye, primarily through a broad-sensing opsin.

Conceptually, spectral differences can be converted into changes in “effective intensities” of light sensed at the eye depending on the absorption spectrum of the photoreceptor. We therefore surmised that the spectral properties of this single opsin photoreceptor should be encoded in the choice behavior. Specifically, the prediction would be that the peak of the absorption spectra would be the most aversive stimuli in binary choice assays and that more light would be required to neutralize choice as the spectral distance from the peak increases. Therefore, we measured the minimum light (number of photons per unit area per unit time, specifically photon fluence rates Fp) required to neutralize choice for each light wavelength in binary choice assays against a constant 500 nm light input (Fp at 500 nm). According to the principle of classical “action” spectroscopy, at the point of choice neutralization,
the photoresponse (proportional to the product of extinction coefficient and number of photons incident) for the two inputs should be identical \((33)\) and can be used to build an action spectra. The data showed that across the visible region, the amount of light required to scramble choice gradually increases away from 450 to 500 nm (peak aversion). Further, the wavelength plot of the photon fluence ratios \(\left(\frac{F_{500}}{F_{l}}\right)\) at choice neutralization yielded a behavioral action profile \((see \ Fig. \ 2B \ and \ Materials \ and \ Methods)\) that resembled the absorption spectra of a single photoreceptor. This action response curve could be matched for a preliminary comparison to the predicted absorption spectra of the “alpha band” of a single hypothetical opsin \((Fig. \ 2B), \) based on Govardovskii’s template \((34)\).

It is remarkable that the measurement of light intensity modulation in wavelength choice assays could yield a response curve or behavioral “action spectrum.” In addition, the unimodal shape of this choice neutralization response profile strongly supports the model of planarians using a single primary photoreceptor for eye-based sensing. To address this further, we then examined the spatial distribution of the primary opsin in the planarian eye. Previous works show that light intensity–independent, true “color” vision requires multiple opsin pigments and multiple opsin genes tend to show spatial segregation in PRNs in eye structures \((35–38)\). Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) imaging of the SmED eye opsin mRNA shows that the primary opsin likely expresses throughout the eye \((Fig. \ 3, \ A \ and \ B)\), and imaging with confocal microscopy revealed that every single PRN does express the primary eye opsin \((Fig. \ 3, \ B \ and \ C, \ and \ movies \ S3 \ and \ S4)\). These data strongly suggest that all PRNs likely use the same primary opsin photoreceptor for sensing. We then performed RNA interference (RNAi)–based knockdown of the primary eye opsin gene \((11, \ 12, \ 39)\). Knockdown of this single opsin mRNA attenuates light sensing response across the visible spectrum in planarians \((fig. \ S3)\), providing further evidence that acute discrimination shown by planarians in binary choice assays does not depend on wavelength-specific photoreceptors.

### Hierarchical light processing revealed through regeneration

Our data so far suggest that the organisms are able to resolve small differences in effective intensities of light sensed at the eye and convert these differences into binary behavioral outputs. This behavioral fidelity points to highly efficient post-sensory comparative processing mediated through the visual neural network. To address this, we
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**Fig. 1. Planarians show the ability to resolve light inputs of distinct wavelengths.** (A) Schematic of the binary phototactic choice assay performed. Two simultaneous light inputs of specific wavelengths were provided, and the movement of planarians was measured to determine the choice made—either movement away from \(\lambda 2\) (R1 localization), away from \(\lambda 1\) (R3 localization), or no choice (R2 localization). (B) DI shown here for binary choice assays performed with either of the following light pairs: blue and green (450 and 545 nm), green and red (545 and 625 nm), or blue and red (450 and 625 nm). Results of measurements on 10 worms, \(n = 6\). Error bars indicate SEM. DI as indicated here and detailed in Materials and Methods. (C) Data from binary phototactic choice assay between a 500 nm light input and a second wavelength (525/545/590 nm). DI = (NR3 – NR1)/total number of worms, where NR is the number of worms in a region. A DI value of 1 or \(-1\) indicates a complete aversion or preference for the 500 nm light relative to the second wavelength. A value of 0 indicates no preference. All choice measurements were performed by providing constant light intensity of 316 \(\mu W/cm^2\) \((\pm 10)\) for both inputs. Results of measurements on 30 worms, \(n = 5\). (D) Wavelength discrimination assay performed with wavelengths from 425 to 625 nm with \(\sim 25\) nm spectral separation. Results of measurements on 10 worms, \(n = 4\). (B to D) Error bars indicate SEM.
exploited the ability of planarians to regenerate their eye and the brain after amputation. Specifically, we examined the return of phototactic ability, including fine intensity discrimination (assayed through wavelength choice) as a function of regeneration. After amputation, planarians show head regeneration approximately over a week (40). Eye spots (pigmentation) become visible after ~4 days (Fig. 4A). If we examine the return of single-input light sensing and response in a light-dark assay, planarians show a robust negative phototactic response by ~5 days after amputation (Fig. S4); this response is stable thereon. Remarkably, however, in binary choice assays at days 5 and 6 after amputation, planarians do not show clear phototactic choices seen with intact worms. Consistent choice behavior with multiple, closely spaced inputs is seen significantly later in regeneration (Fig. 4B).

Regeneration experiments show a hierarchy in light sensing and processing wherein the acute “effective intensity” discrimination is layered on a gross ability of the worms to detect light. In regeneration, by day 5 after amputation, a basic eye structure is established (20), and the visual network is able to signal to the locomotor system, leading to gross light-dark phototaxis (Fig. 4B). However, at this stage, the worms do not show acute intensity discrimination. The return of this finer discrimination, over subsequent days, likely requires further rebuilding in the visual network such that comparative processing of two very similar inputs can be accomplished. Imaging of the planarian neural network shows that significant changes occur in the regenerating planarian brain at specific time points that correlate with functional recovery of light sensing. Laser scanning confocal immunofluorescence microscopy with a synaptic marker reveals that by day 5 after amputation, a basic framework of the regenerated ventral nerve cord, cephalic ganglion (brain), and the eye gets assembled, consistent with behavior. However, there is a substantial enrichment and enlargement of the planarian cephalic ganglia between days 5 and 7 after amputation. This can be seen from representative imaging planes (Fig. 4D) and analysis of all z-stacks corresponding to the two cephalic lobes of the dorsal ganglia (movies S5 to S9) during regeneration. This progressive enrichment of neural network was further tested through a careful examination of functional recovery. Figure 4C shows that although coarse “discrimination” is restored to an extent by day 6 (90 nm differences in λ; DI = 0.67 ± 0.014), the ability to do finer discrimination is significantly delayed. An ability to discriminate between inputs 25 nm apart is only seen 12 days after head removal (Fig. 4C). These data showing progressive enhancement of behavioral complexity with time provide a significant new insight that “functionally relevant regeneration” continues much after gross repair of organ systems has occurred.

Eye-independent, directional light avoidance in planarians

Planarians are highly light-aversive and show complex light discrimination through their cerebral eyes. We then examined whether planarians have other modes of light sensing, including eye-independent modes. For this, we observed the response of head-removed (amputated) planarians to light. We found that S. mediterranea showed a striking extraocular, whole-body response to long-wavelength ultraviolet (UV) light (Fig. 5A and movie S10). Although there are early reports suggesting whole-body light sensing in planarians (10, 32), we quantitatively examined this sensing in the context of our new findings. Movie S10 shows that although freshly decapitated (head-removed) planarians show no significant movement in “visible/white” light, illumination with long-wavelength UV light (360 to 400 nm) leads to robust movement of the headless worm away from light. This movement of headless worms, in response to UV, is reminiscent of motion exhibited by intact worms. To test the precise wavelength sensitivity of this extraocular photovoidance, we examined the response of head-amputated planarians when stimulated with light wavelengths ranging from 365 to 625 nm (Fig. S5). Head-amputated worms responded primarily to wavelength from ~365 to ~395 nm in photovoidance assays, with significantly reduced or no response at 405 nm and beyond. Modified photovoidance assays showed that
the time taken for movement of head-removed pieces out of a light spot was significantly greater for 405 nm compared to inputs in the 365 to 385 nm region (fig. S6), showing a clear wavelength-dependent attenuation of this photoavoidance behavior. There was little or no response at longer wavelengths across the visible spectrum. This showed that extraocular photoresponse was reliant on a sensory network distinct from the cerebral eye–based system, with distinctive photoreceptor molecules (see Discussion). Asymmetric and localized illumination of head-removed worms with 385 nm light spots (movie S11) further confirmed that the extraocular photoresponse to long UV is directional. In these assays, amputated pieces show movement/turning away from the direction of light.

Dynamic interplay among ocular and extraocular sensing networks

Planarians appear to have separate ocular and extraocular sensing systems. This provides a unique opportunity to explore the relationship and contrasts between these distinct sensing modalities in a single organism. To pursue this, we first illuminated worms simultaneously with long UV (395 nm) and “visible” light (500 nm) and measured their choice. Remarkably, in these dual-wavelength choice assays, planarians show movement away from the 500 nm light, “preferring” the 395 nm light of the same intensity (DI = 0.8 ± 0.05). Although both long UV and visible light are aversive signals, if provided simultaneously, the worms make a clear choice, showing greater aversion to visible light (Fig. 5C). This is noteworthy. Planarians sense visible light through their cerebral eye. On the other hand, UV light sensing (extraocular) is dispersed throughout the planarian body. In a competition experiment, the aversive response through the cerebral eye appears to be dominant. This hierarchy is consistent with the extraocular (whole-body) response being a reflex-like response, whereas the ocular response is a brain-mediated processive response. To test this further, we compared how the extraocular and the ocular responses scale with light dosage. Extraocular phototaxis shows clear dose dependence—the time taken for a headless worm to move out of a circular spot, in response to UV, progressively reduces with an increase in light intensity followed by saturation (Fig. 5B). In contrast, for ocular photoreception, the total phototactic time is
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Fig. 3. Smed eye opsin expression is restricted only to eye and is expressed in all PRNs. (A) Confocal Z-projected image of FISH of Smed eye opsin (red) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue) highlighting cephalic ganglion in the worms. Scale bar, 100 μm. (B) Representative stack of laser scanning confocal image of Smed eye opsin (red) FISH showing individual photoreceptor cells. Scale bar, 10 μm. (C) VC-1 (green) antibody staining along with Smed eye opsin FISH (red) merged with the transmitted image showing eye pigmentation. Dorsal, middle, and ventral stacks (top to bottom) showing coexpression of arrestin and Smed eye opsin. Scale bars, 10 μm.
Fig. 4. Mapping recovery of planarian phototactic abilities during regeneration. (A) Images showing head regeneration in *S. mediterranea* from days 1 to 8. (B) Wavelength discrimination assay performed on regenerating worms, with blue and green (450 and 545 nm), green and red (545 and 625 nm), and blue and red (450 and 625 nm) light inputs. Measurements with 10 worms each, *n* = 6. Gray dashed line indicates the return of single-wavelength input (500 nm) negative phototactic ability (see also fig. S4). (C) Comparative recovery of finer wavelength discrimination ability in regeneration. Binary choice assays with the light wavelength pairs 500/525, 500/545, and 500/590 nm over regeneration. Measurements on 10 worms each, *n* = 4. (B and C) Error bars indicate SEM. ns, not significant. (D) Immunostaining of planarian cephalic ganglion using SYNORF1 antibody during the course of regeneration from days 3 to 7. Scale bar, 100 μm. *P* < 0.05.
Fig. 5. Planarian extraocular photoresponse and hierarchical relationship with ocular light response. (A) Snapshots of amputated worms showing light avoidance under UV light (350 to 400 nm) and no light avoidance under white light (W). (B) Dose dependence of extraocular photoresponse. Time taken for a headless tail piece (24 hours after amputation) to move out of a circular spot of the 365 or 395 nm light ($n = 30$; see details in the Supplementary Materials). (C) Interplay between ocular and extraocular light response in regeneration. DI for choice assays between 395 and 500 nm light in anterior and posterior regenerates during time course of regeneration. DI for intact worms is also shown (right). Error bars indicate SEM. (D) Conceptual model indicates multiple facets and diversity in planarian light sensing. The ocular response mediated through the cerebral eye is a “processive” response, including the capacity for wavelength discrimination. This discrimination appears dependent on comparative processing of input signals through the visual network. On the other hand, the extraocular response to UV light appears to be a more rudimentary response with the ventral nerve cord and peripheral network likely functioning as an integrator, collecting and mediating a whole-body response leading to coordinated phototaxis. Both ocular and extraocular light sensing modalities engage the same motor machinery.
insensitive to dosage (fig. S7). Because extraocular response involves whole-body sensing, the speed of response appears to depend on the total light sensed across the worm. However, in contrast, because the ocular response appears to be subject to processing by the neural network, the total time required for movement is insensitive to light dosage (Fig. 5D). In addition, head-removed worms fail to show any spectral choice (fig. S8) unlike intact worms that show processing-based discrimination in binary choice assays.

We then examined this hierarchical relationship between the brain-mediated ocular and the whole-body extraocular responses during eye-brain regeneration. Figure 5C shows aversive choice between UV light (395 nm) and visible light (500 nm) plotted as a function of time after head removal. As expected, freshly cut decapitated worms subjected to UV/visible choice show movement away from UV. Head-removed, eyeless worms cannot sense visible light; hence, UV response dominates. Expectedly, this choice pattern is maintained until 4 days after decapitation—there is no functional eye or any response to visible light (fig. S4). However, by day 5 after injury, planarians regenerate a “functional” eye and a phototactic response to visible light (fig. S4). Therefore, by day 5, the eye-brain is functionally connected to the locomotor systems, and planarians respond to stimuli sensed at the eye. However, at this stage (day 5), the extraocular response retains its dominance over the nascent cerebral response in choice assays, wherein regenerating worms still show movement away from UV (toward visible light) (Fig. 5C). This is opposite to the behavior with intact worms. Remarkably, this result implies that regenerating worms that have sufficiently regenerated a functional eye and brain capable of phototaxis behave similarly to headless, tail pieces in ocular-extraocular choice experiments. Subsequently, there is a transition about day 7 after decapitation, wherein the choice is reversed. By day 7 after injury, the regenerating planarians resemble intact worms, wherein the ocular, brain-mediated response is stronger and can override the extraocular response (Fig. 5C). These data reveal the remarkable plasticity in the cross-talk between the two distinct responses—ocular and extraocular—mediated by two independent but interacting neural networks in the same organism.

DISCUSSION

Planarian flatworms are highly light-averse organisms often found in dark, aqueous environments shielded from direct light (41). Although reports of photovoidance responses to visible and UV light in planarians exist, a conceptual and mechanistic understanding of light sensing in these organisms is limited. How do planarian flatworms respond to light? What are the different ways in which planarians, with prototypic “simple” eyes, process information encoded in light stimuli? Several of these questions have remained open. Our data show that planarians have at least two independent light responses, ocular and extraocular, anchored in distinct sensory networks. The ocular response to visible light is mediated through the cerebral eye (fig. S1A), whereas the extraocular response is a whole-body response, with head-removed planarians able to respond to even small doses of long UV light (Fig. 5B). Our work uncovers new light sensing and processing modalities while also showing how independent light sensing systems can interact.

In examining the ocular (eye-based) sensing, we made new discoveries. In binary wavelength choice assays, planarians show consistent phototactic choice with exceptional fidelity throughout the visible spectrum. Even a 25 nm change in wavelength inputs is sufficient to fully switch the phototactic behavior. Although differential single-input photophoreic responses have been reported (10), this is the first report on how planarians or similar organisms can acutely sense closely spaced spectral stimuli and convert them into these distinct behavioral outputs. Conventionally, specific photoreceptors are required for true wavelength detection (35–37). However, planarians reportedly have only a single, broad-sensing opsin photoreceptor in the eye (11, 31). Our data show that this single opsin is expressed throughout the eye, within every individual PRN (Fig. 3, B and C, and movies S3 and S4). In organisms with wavelength-specific opsins, these tend to be spatially confined to subsets of PRNs in the eye, allowing for true wavelength detection (38). Besides, our RNAi knock-down of the primary eye opsin leads to reduced photosensitivity across the spectral range (fig. S3). These data strongly suggest a single opsin photoreceptor in the eye.

So how do the animals respond to small changes in light wavelengths without specific photoreceptors? Broad-sensing photoreceptors should be refractory to small spectral changes. Photoreceptors are extremely sensitive “photon counters,” but once an opsin is photoexcited by one of two spectrally similar stimuli, the wavelength information is “lost” (35). The phototactic choice seen in our assays is not true “wavelength discrimination” but a manifestation of an acute intensity sensing using a single photosensor. We find that simple modulation of light intensities is sufficient to neutralize and even reverse wavelength choice (Fig. 2A). Further, measurements of intensities (photon fluence rate) required to neutralize wavelength choice (behavior) yield a putative action spectrum, demonstrating the robustness of response (Fig. 2B). Although this unimodal action spectrum is consistent with a single eye opsin, further microspectroscopic analysis would be required to precisely define the absorption profile of the eye.

We propose that worms sense small wavelength changes by comparing the effective intensity of light inputs sensed at the eye. In the simplest scenario, the signal sensed would scale with the actual absorption of light by the eye. For any given wavelength, the light absorbed would be a function of the intensity of incident light and extinction coefficient of the photoreceptors. Given two equal intensity (photon fluence rate) light inputs of different wavelengths (even with a single opsin photoreceptor type), there will be differences in the amount of light sensed at the eye, reflecting the intrinsic absorption spectrum of the opsin. Remarkably, when illuminated with closely spaced spectral inputs, the animals are able to convert small differences in effective intensities into virtually binary behavioral choices. Differences in effective intensities likely lead to changes in aggregate PRN response and signaling to a putative downstream processing center. The networks are able to parse these differences in effective intensities through comparative processing, leading to phototactic choice. This choice can also be described as acute gradient sensing. Gradient sensing is seen in other organisms, such as Platynereis (42) and Drosophila larvae (43). Although planarians appear too acutely sensitive, this ability to sense light gradients likely represents a widespread evolutionary advance. Further work would be required using RNAi and imaging methods to look for mechanistic and structural underpinnings of acute gradient sensing.

In contrast to this “progressive” cerebral eye light sensing, the high-sensitivity planarian whole-body extraocular photosensory appears to be a reflex-like response (Fig. 5, B and D, and fig. S6). Unlike with ocular response, the extraocular response times scale strongly with light intensity; also, wavelength choice patterns, seen with eye-mediated sensing, are absent. The extraocular response network appears to integrate...
whole-body sensory events, finally leading to directional phototaxis (Fig. 5, A and D). Even the photoreceptor(s) mediating the extraocular response is distinct from the eye opsin, with different spectral ranges. High sensitivity to long UV (proxy for filtered sunlight) is consistent with the environmental niche of many planarians. Being highly light-aversive, a whole-body response may be beneficial. Many planarians can also propagate through fission (41, 44). A robust, phototactic extraocular response would allow newly fissioned, vulnerable tail pieces to avoid direct or bright light.

How is UV–A sensed and processed? Opsins are some of the most widely expressed light-sensing proteins in the animal kingdom (26). Extraocular sensing using opsins has been seen in several organisms spread across different phyla (26). However, novel photoreceptors cannot be discounted. For instance, *Drosophila* larvae (27) and *C. elegans* (28) reportedly use unconventional light receptors resembling gustatory receptors for extraocular sensing (named Gr28b in *Drosophila* and LITE-1 in *C. elegans*). Reports also suggest that transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) channels may also respond to UV light (27, 45). To list the possible extraocular photoreceptor molecules in *Schmidtea*, we conducted a preliminary investigation using bioinformatics. A pipeline designed to look for opsin-like proteins in the existing planarian transcriptome yields six candidates (fig. S9), excluding the previously identified eye opsin. We were unable to find any homologs for LITE-1 and Gr28b in our analysis, but found one TRP channel candidate when comparing *Schmidtea* TRP channel homologs with UV-sensitive human and *Drosophila* TRPA1 channels (fig. S10).

Our preliminary analysis, based on molecules that have been implicated in extraocular phototaxis in other organisms (opsins, gustatory receptor–like, and TRP channels), yields some candidate photoreceptor(s). Further work would be required to identify the light receptor(s).

Planarian tails show coordinated movement away from UV, suggesting an independent neuronal signaling–dependent locomotor response. Where does the photosensing occur? In some organisms showing extraocular sensing, photoreceptor molecules have been reported in neurons (23, 27, 28). Classical nervous system studies and immunostaining have shown the existence of subepidermal nerve plexus in planarians (46–48). Therefore, it is conceivable that light sensing molecules present in these neurons lead to extraocular response. There have been reports on ectopic eyes present in polychaetes (49); however, there is little or no information on these photoreceptive structures in planarians. Investigating the structural and functional underpinnings of this high-sensitivity extraocular response would be fascinating.

Because planarians show full eye-brain regeneration after injury, it is possible to address the nature of light sensing and processing in unprecedented ways. Examining functional recovery of light sensing revealed a hierarchical, multilayered sensing paradigm. For eye-mediated light sensing, our data from wavelength choice experiments performed over eye-brain regeneration showed how gross sensing could be temporally delineated from finer sensing (Fig. 4A). There is a period of time when regenerating worms (unlike intact worms) can sense light but cannot show clear behavioral choices in binary wavelength assays. Thus, the effective intensity–based acute gradient sensing is layered on a basic ability to detect light, with a progressive buildup of sensing and processing capacity. We show that the ability to discriminate closely spaced inputs (~25 nm changes) recovers significantly later than crude discrimination abilities (Fig. 4C). This reveals that functional recovery continues much after gross regeneration of the eye–brain structures is complete. Full functional recovery likely requires fine-tuning of sensing and processing capabilities, involving pruning and patterning of the neural networks. Regeneration data support our model that acute sensing likely involves significant post-sensory comparative processing. Confocal imaging of planarian brain using a synaptic marker over regeneration is consistent with progressive buildup of neural capacity (Fig. 4D). Although gross regeneration of basic brain structures appears to be complete by about day 5 after decapitation, significant enrichment of synaptic density coincides with the recovery of acute sensing and processing abilities. Light-sensing assays established here may provide a new way to functionally “map” neural regeneration (Fig. 6A).

Existence of two independent light-sensing networks in planarians, along with eye-brain regeneration capacity, again allows unique lines of inquiry. For intact worms, in competition experiments, the cerebral ocular response can override the reflex-like extraocular response, setting up a baseline hierarchy among the responses (Fig. 5C). Ocular-extraocular choice experiments during regeneration reveal remarkable plasticity in these hierarchies. During eye-brain regeneration, there is a period of ~36 hours wherein both the extraocular and ocular responses “functionally” coexist, but the developing eye-brain axis is unable to override the reflex-like extraocular response (Figs. 5C and 6B). Thereafter, following a clear transition, the dominance of the ocular or brain-mediated response is reestablished (Figs. 5C and 6B). If the extraocular response is a more rudimentary, ancient response predating the eye and a processive brain, then does regeneration coincidentally mimic aspects of evolutionary trajectories?

Ocular-extraocular choice experiments over regeneration also provide new insights into how the eye–brain network interacts with the whole-body light-sensing network (Figs. 5C and 6A). A headless worm can undergo locomotion in response to UV. By about day 5 in regeneration (after head removal), a cerebral eye and a minimal brain are established, which link to the ventral nerve cord, whole-body nervous system, and the locomotion machinery. This link of the visual network to the locomotor network is sufficient to generate movement in response to light. However, it appears that the signaling flux from the cerebral eye and brain at this point is still insufficient to override the extraocular or reflex-type response anchored in the whole-body neural network. After day 7, we propose that this signal from the eye–brain to the whole-body system strengthens, allowing overriding of the extraocular response (Fig. 6B). Appearance of a threshold wherein brain-mediated response begins to dominate a whole-body response has implications for how the eye and the cephalic ganglion regenerate and how connectivity between two distinct neural networks, the cephalic ganglion and the ventral nerve cord in this case, is established and fine-tuned during regeneration. To our knowledge, this may be the first report of its kind, describing such clear and dynamically interchanging hierarchies between two distinct light-sensing systems, all revealed through relatively simple phototactic choice assays performed over regeneration.

In summary, this study significantly affects our fundamental understanding of light-sensing responses. Our work highlights the remarkable diversity and plasticity in light-sensing and processing that remain unexplored in nature. Because planarians have eye structures and neural networks that appear simple yet similar to those observed in other animals, these acute and distinct light-sensing and processing abilities may be more widespread in nature. This work also sets the stage for a comprehensive examination of light-induced behavior in flatworms wherein new questions based on comparative visual processing and regeneration of neural networks can now be addressed. Our
Fig. 6. Hierarchical light sensing and processing in planarians revealed through recovery of function with regeneration. (A) Schematic showing a timeline of return of different phototactic abilities during head regeneration in S. mediterranea. By day 5 after amputation, worms sense light but have no ability to finer intensity discrimination (assayed through wavelength choice), which is acquired gradually significantly later. See (B) for ocular control. (B) Model for hierarchical relationship between networks regulating ocular and extraocular sensing, including switching during regeneration. During days 1 to 4 after amputation, worms show only extraocular response anchored in ventral nerve cord (VNC) and peripheral neurons. By about day 5, ocular response recovers in worms, but signalling flux from cerebral visual networks is unable to override signals resulting from extraocular photosensing. Ocular and extraocular photosensing coexist, but extraocular sensing is dominant in competition assays. Day 7 onward, flux from visual network strengthens, allowing the ocular response to be dominant, as in intact worms. Black arrow indicates visible light input, whereas violet arrow indicates long UV light input.
results demonstrating the interplay between ocular and extraocular light sensing networks are likely without precedent and reveal the rich and multilayered light responses in planarians that can now be examined further.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Light source and measurements**
Wavelength-specific light-emitting diode (LED) light sources were procured from Roithner Lasertechnik. The specific LEDs used were 365 nm (XSL-365-5E), 395 nm (RLS-UV395), 425 nm (LED425-6-30), 450 nm (LED450-01), 500 nm (LED500-10-30), 525 nm (LED525-01), 545 nm (LED545-04), 590 nm (LED590-03), and 625 nm (BSB-435-TL). Each LED is referred by its peak wavelength in the study. A suitable LED circuit along with a regulatable power source to drive the LEDs was assembled. This allowed precise control of LED light intensities. Custom-designed OptoLED illumination system (Cairn Research) (fig. S11) was also used for extraocular-mediated behavior experiments. Light power measurements were made using Newport power meter 1918-R and 918D detector. Light measurements for all initial binary choice experiments were made at microwatt per square centimeter (µW/cm²; intensity). All behavior experiments were performed with approximate measurement error of ±10 µW. For the experiments involving neutralization (and overturning) of wavelength choice, the unit of light measurement and intensity was photon flux or photon fluence rate (number of photons per unit time per unit area). This was done to ensure consistency with the theory of action spectroscopy and to build a wavelength-dependent response function using light intensity required for neutralization of choice behavior. The stability of the signal was checked for the duration of the experiment in all cases.

**Planarian maintenance**
*S. mediterranea* was maintained at standard laboratory conditions (50). Worms were fed beef liver extract once in 3 days. Worms were starved for at least 2 days before the start of any experiment. In addition, behavior experiments were performed in a dark room maintained at 20°C.

**Planarian negative phototaxis (single-input sensing)**
Earlier work shows that planarians respond broadly to visible light, with subtle differences in response to colors (10). Using single-wavelength phototaxis assays, we confirmed that planarians (*S. mediterranea*) are negatively phototactic to visible light (fig. S2C). Sensitivity attenuates at wavelengths ≥625 nm (fig. S2C). The setup for the single-input, light-dark phototaxis has been illustrated in figs. S2A and S11. Planarians were starved for at least 2 days for all phototaxis experimentation on intact or regenerating worms. Light-dark phototaxis assays with planarians were performed on a glass slide (75 mm × 25 mm × 1.25 mm). About 5 ml of medium was added to the slide, and a single planarian was placed in the center region (R2, 10 mm wide; fig. S2A) using a Pasteur pipette. Following this, LED light was turned on (all intensities were set to ~316 µW/cm²) such that illumination was spatially polarized creating a lit (R1) and a relatively dark zone (R3). After 2 min, the region (fig. S2A) in which the planarian is present is determined. This is repeated for several worms, and a DI is calculated. DI was calculated by using the formula: DI = (NR3 − NR1)/total N (where NR is the number of worms in a region, and N is the number of worms). A DI value of 1 or −1 indicates a complete aversion or preference for the provided wavelength of light, respectively. A value of 0 indicates no preference. Phototaxis during regeneration was also performed as described above, except that the position of the worm was determined after 3 min.

**Wavelength discrimination choice assays**
All planarian choice assays were performed according to the schematic shown in Fig. 1A. LED lights were used as above. For all binary wavelength choice assays with equal intensities, two equal-intensity light inputs at a constant light intensity of 316 (±10) µW/cm² were used. Similar to the single-input phototactic assay described above, each worm was placed in the center region and allowed to make a choice with a cutoff time of 2 min. Outcomes can be movement to one region, no choice, or to either region. Similarly, binary choice experiments were performed during regeneration, and the position of the worm (for calculation of DI) was determined after 3 min.

For experiments testing overturning of wavelength choice through light intensity dosage (Fig. 2A), the initial effective photon fluence rate (number of photons per unit time per unit area) was set at X (1.59 × 10¹⁴/s per cm²) (for both wavelengths). Increasing dosage of the less-aversive input was provided as 2X, 4X, or 8X as indicated in the figures. For building a behavioral response profile to address intensity-based wavelength choice neutralization (Fig. 2B), we measured the increase in photons (photons fluence rate) required to neutralize (randomize) choice relative to the 500 nm light at X photon fluence rate (1.59 × 10¹⁴/s per cm²). Choice neutralization experiments were performed with 425, 450, 525, and 545 nm as second wavelengths. According to the principle of a classical action spectroscopy, at the point of choice neutralization, the photoresponse (R; proportional to the product of extinction coefficient and number of photons incident) for the two inputs should be identical (33) and can be used to build an action spectrum

\[
R_{500} = R_x \Rightarrow \epsilon_{500} : \epsilon_{50} = 1/F_{500} : 1/F_x
\]

where \(R\) is the photoresponse, \(\epsilon\) is the extinction coefficient, and \(F\) is the photon fluence rate (number of photons per unit time per unit area). Therefore, the plot of ratio of photon fluence rates (\(F_{500}/F_x\)) versus wavelength (\(\lambda\)) in nanometers at the point of choice neutralization should resemble the absorption spectra of the photoreceptor (33). As described above, the photon fluence rate at 500 nm was kept constant (1.59 × 10¹⁴/s per cm²), whereas the amount of light for other wavelengths (\(F_x\)) was modulated to determine minimum light required for choice neutralization in binary assays. This obtained profile was matched with the predicted spectrum of the alpha band of an opsin with a \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) of 475 nm, based on Govardovskii’s template (34).

**Extraocular photoreception and phototaxis**
For determining wavelengths that affect extraocular phototaxis, planarian tail pieces (24 hours after decapitation; fig. S2B) were subjected to phototaxis assays similar to the single-input phototaxis assays. We measured the extraocular response using LEDs that showed their peak response at the following wavelengths from 365 to 625 nm. The intensity of all the light sources was kept constant at 126 (±10) µW/cm². To examine the dosage (light intensity) dependence of extraocular photoreception (Fig. 5B), we performed a modified phototaxis assay. Worms were placed in a petri dish 24 hours after decapitation with planarian medium and allowed to relax for ~30 min without any light or mechanical disturbance. A 1-cm light circle was made to fall on the
worm, and the time it took the worm to escape from the circle of light was calculated and plotted against the intensity of light used. For light dosage experiments with extracellular response, the light wavelengths used were 365 and 395 nm, and the light intensity was varied from \( \sim 31 \) to \( \sim 506 \mu W/cm^2 \). To understand the attenuation of extracellular response on the visible side of the spectrum, we performed photoavoidance experiments with 365, 385, and 405 nm wavelengths at a photon flux of \( 2.33 \times 10^{14}/s \) per cm\(^2\) and recorded the response time.

**Ocular versus extracellular binary choice assays**

Binary choice assays were performed using 395 and 500 nm light inputs using intact worms by maintaining constant light intensities of 126 (±10) \( \mu W/cm^2 \). Similarly, to study the ocular-extracellular choice over regeneration, we subjected anterior regenerates (tail-forming head) and posterior regenerates (head-forming tail) to similar binary phototactic choice assays over a period of 8 days after head amputation.

**Fluorescence in situ hybridization**

The heads of asexual planarians 5 to 10 mm in length were cut and processed for FISH as per the protocol described by Pearson et al. (51) with significant modifications. The reduction step after fixation was omitted, and the worms were stored in methanol after dehydration. Bleaching was performed for 2 hours using a formamide–based solution (1.2% H\(_2\)O\(_2\), 5% formamide, and 0.5\% SSC) as described by King and Newmark (52) after rehybridization. The post-hybridization washes, antibody blocking, incubation of peroxidase-conjugated anti-digoxigenin antibody, and post–antibody incubation washes were performed as per the protocol by King and Newmark (52). The development of the fluorescent signal was performed using a tyramide signal amplification (TSA) reaction as per the protocol by King and Newmark (52). The tyramide conjugates were synthesized according to the protocol described by Hopman et al. (53) from N-hydroxysuccinimide esters of Alexa Fluor 647 (A2006, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The TSA reaction was followed by at least five washes of 20 min each with PBSTx (phosphate-buffered saline with 0.3% Triton X-100) before further processing or mounting with a Mowiol-based mounting medium prepared. For experiments involving immunostaining followed by FISH, the protocol mentioned below was followed.

**Whole-body immunofluorescence and imaging**

Confocal immunofluorescence microscopy was performed to visualize changes in the planarian nervous system over regeneration. Immunostaining of the planarian nervous system was carried out as described by Sánchez Alvarado and Newmark (39) with modifications using SYNORF1 (3C11, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) or VC-1 (anti-arrestin (a gift from K. Agata)) as the primary antibody. Horse serum (10\%) was used as the blocking solution. A rabbit antibody was used at dilution 1:500, with an incubation time of 90 min at room temperature. Immunostaining of the planarian nervous system was carried out using SYNORF1 (3C11, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) or VC-1 [anti-arrestin (a gift from K. Agata)] as the primary antibody. Horse serum (10\%) was used as the blocking solution. A rabbit antibody was used at dilution 1:500, with an incubation time of 90 min at room temperature. Imaging was performed as per the protocol by King and Newmark (52).

**RNAi-mediated knockdown**

Planarian eye opsins (Smed eye opsins) was synthesized as described by Rouhana et al. (55) with modifications. Planarians were amputated as shown in fig. S2B. Three 69-nl injections with either opsin or control (green fluorescent protein) dsRNA (2 \( \mu g/\mu l \)) were made on days 1 to 3 of anterior-regenerating worms. Subsequently, these regenerates were examined for light response on days 5 to 7 after amputation. Specifically, the regenerating worms were subjected to single-input, light-dark choice using the light inputs (425, 500, and 625 nm at 63 \( \mu W/cm^2 \)) as described earlier. DI was calculated for opsin knockdown and control worms and then plotted.

**Movie recording**

All behavioral movies were recorded with Point Grey camera (GS-U3-41C6NIR-C or BFLY-PGE-20E4M-CS). Fujinon 3.8- to 13-mm Varifocal C-mount lenses were attached to the camera along with an infrared long-pass filter if required. All of these were mounted on an adjustable mounting pole as shown in fig. S11. Optic fiber used for probing in movie S11 was procured from Thorlabs as a part of customized OptoLED light system. Movie S10 was recorded on an Olympus MVX10 microscope using DP71 camera.

**Bioinformatic analysis**

To identify opsin homologs in planarians, we used 821 opsin sequences from Porter et al. (56) as a reference data set. To make a non-redundant planarian transcriptome data set, we used CD-HIT (57) to cluster multiple transcriptomes (58–61). Reverse was performed with (evalue = \( 1 \times 10^{-10} \); coverage, 35\%) 821 opsin sequences to identify homologous sequences in S. mediterranea. We identified 172 putative opsin-like candidates. A total of 143 of 172 transcripts that had PFAM domain PF00001.16 (opsin G protein–coupled receptor classification) were taken for further analysis. We built a hidden Markov model (HMM) for 821 opsin sequences and compared it with the 143 transcript profiles. Of 143 transcripts, 130 matched the HMM profile with evalue < 1 \( \times 10^{-10} \). We used TmHMM (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM-2.0/) to predict transmembrane (TM) helices for 130 transcripts. We only considered transcripts with seven TM helices with optimum loop length for further analysis. Further, 66 transcripts with seven TM helices were selected. From previous reports on opsin sequences from other organisms, we know that Lys (K) residue in the seventh (last) TM helix is the amino acid residue to which retinal binds via a Schiff base linkage (62). This TM helix has an NPxxY(x)\(_F\) sequence motif (62). We took the seventh (last) TM helix for 66 S. mediterranea transcripts along with 821 opsin sequence and performed multiple sequence alignment using MacVector. To predict the sequence motif, we used MEME (http://meme-suite.org/). Six of 66 sequences had Lys (K) residue and complete/partial (one amino acid missing/substitution) NPxxY(x)\(_F\) motif conservation. We predicted tertiary structures of the six opsin sequences using homology modeling (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/). Squid opsin (2z73) was obtained as a closest hit to our modeled three-dimensional (3D) structure of six opsins. Energy-minimized 3D structure was aligned using PyMOL (https://www.pymol.org/). In addition, we obtained a root mean square deviation of 0.167 Å, suggesting high structural similarity. We did phylogenetic analysis of the identified six putative opsins from S. mediterranea using MEGA7 (maximum likelihood, 50 bootstraps). The obtained phylogenetic tree was visualized using TreeDyn (www.phylogeny.fr/one_task.cgi?task_type=treedyn). Seven TRP channels were identified by Inoue et al. (63) in*Dugesia japonica*. We identified the homologs of these sequences in S. mediterranea using
Planetary database (http://planmine.mpi-cbg.de) (64). Phylogenetic analysis of seven SmED TRP channels with human and Drosophila TRPA1 channels was then performed using TreeDyn.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using a nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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